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In 19821 gave a lecture ntitled "A Sesquicentennial Tribute to I~variste Galois" 
at a conference held at St. Joseph's University. When referring to Liouville's role 
in the propagation of Galois' works I wondered aloud "Who is this Liouville 
character?" Sure, I knew Liouville's theorem on entire functions, had studied 
Sturm-Liouville theory in differential equations, and had lectured on his role in 
disseminating Galois' results, but I sought more substance, so subsequently I 
rifled through the standard history of mathematics textbooks I had used. Struik 
[1987] does not even mention Liouville. Eves [1990] has only two citations, both 
about the Journal de Mathgmatiques, one of which referred to Galois' memoirs. 
Boyer and Merzbach [1989] discuss Liouville's theorem on entire functions and 
his work on conformal mappings and transcendental numbers. Kline [1972] goes 
much further, describing his work on elliptic functions, inversion transformations, 
solutions of differential equations by successive approximations, integral equa- 
tions, and the Sturm-Liouville theory of differential equations. However, Kline 
also notes that Liouville's theorem is actually due to Cauchy. 
A picture thus emerges of a mathematician's contributions toa wide variety of 
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topics in mathematics. But what about the mathematician himself? Who was he? 
How did these contributions fit into his life? Were there other contributions, of 
which perhaps these are part of a grander picture? 
All of these questions are answered fully in this magnificent book by the Danish 
historian of mathematics, Jesper Lfitzen. His monumental Joseph Liouville 
1809-1882: Master of Pure and Applied Mathematics not only reveals eight years 
of painstaking research, but reflects numerous drafts that have resulted in a narra- 
tive that flows fluidly and cohesively. It is the very best biography of a mathemati- 
cian I have ever read. Why do I rate it so highly? Mainly because Lfitzen has 
combined the mathematical depth that a historian eeds when analyzing mathemat- 
ical developments with the historical sensitivity (what John Ewing calls "satisfying 
emotions" [Ewing, 1992, 93]) that a mathematician craves when reading history. 
Moreover, the book is a paragon of scientific biographies, with a format that 
allows the personal and professional spects of a mathematician's lifeto be digested 
in a flexible manner. 
It is little wonder that the textbooks cited above provide few details about 
Liouville's life and work. In the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, Rend Taton 
[1973] laments the fact that Liouville's "work as a whole has been treated in only 
two original studies of limited scope." The situation has improved ramatically 
since then with the appearance of two papers by Neuenschwander [1984, 1990] 
and now with Lt~tzen's book. The material in the book alone has been culled inter 
alia from Liouville's Nachlass of 340 notebooks that run between 40,000 and 
50,000 pages! The book is thus a comprehensive study of the life and work of 
Liouville based on published evidence and extensive archival material. 
Lfitzen aims to present the story of Liouville's scientific areer. His account is 
divided into two parts that can be read independently. Part I presents a chronologi- 
cal account of Liouville's career. Part II provides athorough analysis of Liouville's 
major contributions to all fields except number theory. This part consists of 10 
chapters that can be read independently of each other. The remainder of this 
review presents a chronological account of Liouville's career that blends the 
mathematics with the time period in which it was developed. 
Little is known about Liouville's youth. He drew no particular praise from any 
of his teachers o Lfitzen concludes that "as a refreshing contrast o the usual 
anecdotes of young mathematicians . . .  Liouville was not a [child] prodigy." 
Nonetheless, atabout the age of 15 he was reading the only French mathematical 
journal of the time, Gergonne's Annales de Mathdmatiques pures et appliqu~es, 
adding his own observations. At this point he began a lifelong habit of writing 
drafts of papers in notebooks. It is these 340 notebooks that supply the raw data 
for Lfitzen's study. They were so disorganized that even Liouville complained 
that he could not locate material when he wanted it. As with recent studies on 
Ramanujan, these notebooks contain unpublished material that tells us much about 
the man and the mathematician. Thus, we owe a considerable debt to Lfitzen for 
organizing them, for elucidating Liouville's unpublished investigations, and for 
presenting them in a coherent manner. 
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Liouville's first notes exhibit a remarkable knowledge of, and ingenuity in, 
projective geometry. Although they were never published they reveal the makings 
of a future mathematician. To hone his skills, Liouville applied to the Ecole 
Polytechnique where, unlike Galois, he passed the entrance xam at age 16. During 
his first year there, he took the famous cours d'analyse t de m~canique, which 
was taught in rotation by an elder Andr6-Marie Amp6re and a rising star, Augustin- 
Louis Cauchy. It was Amp6re's turn to teach the course. Since Cauchy was 
immersed in revolutionizing analysis at the time it might seem unfortunate that 
Liouville was scheduled for Amp6re's ection. However, Cauchy, as we know, 
devoted little time to young students whereas Liouville prospered under Amp6re's 
tutelage. Amp6re not only took time from his own busy schedule to encourage 
the aspiring scientist, he recommended that Liouville attend his lectures on mathe- 
matical physics at the Coll~ge de France the following year. This led to their 
collaborative work on electrodynamics and then to Liouville's independent work 
on the subject. 
After graduating from the Ecole Polytechnique in 2 years, Liouville entered the 
Ecole des Ponts et Chauss~es (School of Bridges and Highways.) This college 
sent its students to assist engineers in their projects, much like the cooperative- 
education programs at some universities today. Liouville was sent to Is6re, the 
same area from which Fourier had emerged a few years earlier. However, due to 
the death of his mother and his intention to marry (his cousin), Liouville resigned 
in order to pursue an uncertain career. 
Lfitzen devotes the first chapter of Part II to Liouville's early papers. Entitled 
"Juvenile Work," it is typical of all chapters in Part II, providing the prehistory of 
the subject, producing and analyzing Liouville's work, and presenting subsequent 
developments. The chapter begins with an account of Liouville's papers on electro- 
dynamics. An appendix reproduces an extract on the centrality of Amp6re's force 
law, in the original French, unlike most of the rest of the book, which translates 
all text into English. In addition to the material on electrodynamics, the chapter 
describes three memoirs on the theory of heat and four on partial differential 
equations. Liouville may have been without a job but he already possessed a 
striking curriculum vitae. 
Before recounting Liouville's ascent up the academic ladder, L/)tzen describes 
the French public education system at that time. The rigors of academic life were 
so onerous that they make our regimen today, even in poor economic times, seem 
majestic by comparison. Plate 4b reproduces inLiouville's pen a teaching schedule 
of 34 hours a week! 
In spite of such a burdensome load, over the next 10 years Liouville created 
the fields of fractional calculus, the theory of integration in finite terms, and 
potential theory. Lfitzen devotes one chapter to each of these subjects. Chapter 
VIII cites evidence from the notebooks to prove that applications to electromagne- 
tism were the source of his interest in fractional calculus and not Abel's work on the 
tautochrone, ashad been claimed. The chapter ends with a survey of subsequent 
developments in this field right up to effective algorithms designed in the last 20 
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years. Chapter IX describes the genesis of "Liouville's theorem" on integration 
in finite terms, one of several theorems so named. Liouville announced his inten- 
tion to publish a book that would present he work as a coherent whole, but the 
book was never written. This was a problem that would plague him the rest of 
his life. Later, at the end of his introduction to the publication of Galois' memoirs, 
he announced, "We will complete this publication by some other fragments drawn 
from the notes of Galois" (p. 577). Indeed, his ideas on doubly periodic functions, 
the theory of rotating fluid masses, potential theory, group theory, and number 
theory met the same fate: public announcement, o publication. Chapter X dis- 
cusses a field in which Liouville is not usually mentioned: potential theory. Ltit- 
zen's description of the remarkable but unpublished material contained in the 
notebooks hould go a long way toward remedying this apparent neglect. 
During the period of roughly 1828-1840, Liouville's writings exhibit an intriguing 
mixture of a desire to follow the new rigor established by Cauchy and an inability 
to live up to it. Ltitzen concludes, "rigorization ever eached first priority in any 
of his writings" (p. 346). 
By 1835 Liouville felt so strongly about he need for a French journal devoted 
solely to mathematics that he created one along the lines of the newly established 
Crelle's Journal. Officially called the Journal des Mathdmatiques pures et appli- 
qu~es, it has been known unofficially since then as Liouville's Journal. Liouville 
was only 26 at the t ime. 
In spite of these triumphs, Liouville encountered several setbacks in his quest 
for academic positions. Since most scientific research was conducted at learned 
societies, he campaigned against Guglielmo Libri for membership n the Acad~mie 
des Sciences. The election was conducted amid such rancor that the two men 
became archenemies for the rest of their lives. Two years later, in a similar 
election, Liouville's upport for his friend, Charles-Frangois Sturm, over Cauchy 
led to a heated controversy with Cauchy, himself no stranger to altercations. In
between these two events, Jean Marie Duhamel was chosen for a position at the 
Ecole Polytechnique over Liouville. Three years later, however, Liouville was 
selected for positions at both the CollOge de France and the Ecole Polytechnique. 
Ltitzen does an excellent job of describing this widespread game of accumulating 
jobs called cumul. Eventually Liouville obtained the desired membership to the 
Acad~mie with strong support from Dirichlet and over the vehement opposition of 
Libri. Initially, he was elected to the chair in astronomy for his work in perturbation 
theory, where another "Liouville's theorem" testifies to the endurance of his 
work. In short order he was also elected to the Bureau des Longitudes, the supreme 
astronomical society that was in charge of the observatory. Membership here 
carried not just prestige but a handsome r muneration a d only one 2-hour meeting 
a week. 
By this time LiouviUe was 30 years of age and at the height of his creative 
powers, but teaching and administrative duties occupied the bulk of his time. 
Only the long French vacations which he took in Toul allowed him the relatively 
undisturbed time needed to carry out his research programs. Although e contin- 
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ued to develop large-scale theories, many of them remained in draft form in 
his notebooks or were published in obscure places. For instance, "Liouville's 
theorem" in dynamics was published in the minutes of a Bureau meeting, while 
his Cours d'Analyse remained a set of lecture notes instead of an influential 
textbook. Yet Liouville did manage to publish articles on a wide range of subjects, 
and Liitzen devotes eparate chapters to his work on figures of equilibrium of a 
rotating mass of fluid, transcendental numbers, doubly periodic functions, Galois 
theory, potential theory, mechanics, and geometry. The breadth of his contribu- 
tions, to both pure and applied mathematics, i  truly impressive. 
In spite of severe time constraints Liouville found occasion to guide young 
talents uch as Charles Hermite, Joseph Alfred Serret, Joseph Bertrand, Eugene 
Charles Catalan, Charles Eug6ne Delaunay, and the astronomer, Urbain Jean 
Joseph Le Verrier, from France, as well as P. L. Chebyshev and the physicist, 
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), from abroad. It was this attribute that compelled 
him to publish Galois' now-famous M~moire in his Journal in 1846. Chapter XIV 
in Part II is devoted entirely to Galois theory and Liouville's role in its develop- 
ment. It includes Liouville's unpublished commentaries on several of Galois' 
propositions. Here Ltitzen establishes the fact that Liouville went much further 
than the "few notational amendments o Galois's text," as Kiernan [1971, 99] 
had charged. In addition to this chapter, Liitzen supplies an appendix containing 
Liouville's notes on Galois theory. 
The bourgeois revolution of 1848 ensnared Liouville in politics. His election to 
membership n the Constituent Assembly further assured that his mathematical 
productivity would fall drastically. Although e was defeated in his bid for reelec- 
tion, other personal sorrows mitigated against a complete return to scientific 
productivity. Liouville published numerous papers on rational mechanics and 
number theory over the next 20 years, and his notebooks even reveal a budding 
interest in non-Euclidean geometry, but persistent attacks of gout made his last 
years unbearable. 
To compound matters Liouville's great monument, he Journal de Mathdma- 
tiques, no longer monopolized French mathematics. Ironically, the Journal re- 
gained its lost luster in 1885, 3 years after Liouville's death, under the editorship 
of Camille Jordan, whom Liouville, in his last years, had opposed for election to 
the Acaddmie des Sciences. Liitzen ends the biographical section of his book with 
a stirring conclusion: 
But no biography, no street name, no plaque on a house wall is a better monument to this 
great mathematician than the title page of the Journal de Math~matiques, which has been 
decorated with his name on every issue from its start until this day. (p. 260). 
To paraphrase the author, "although a reviewer should perhaps keep clear of 
such feelings, I cannot help liking Jesper Liitzen. I hope, however, that this has 
not made me too biased." Thus, I will point out some minor complaints I have 
with the book. There are far too many typographical errors, though I found none 
of a mathematical or historical nature. The careless editing is especially surprising 
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for a publisher like Springer, and particularly lugubrious for a book commanding 
such a high price tag. Moreover, some of the transliterations are awkward; Lyapu- 
nov and Bunyakovski are more common than Liapounoff and Bouniakovsky. 
Nonetheless, this book is destined to become a classic. It should be read by 
every historian of mathematics, and should be a part of one's personal library, 
especially if it can be purchased at a reduced price. 
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The historiography of mathematics has a number of open boundaries, uch as 
those running toward contemporary mathematics, or toward the general historiog- 
raphy of the natural sciences. Not all of these boundary lines or regions are 
associated with unproblematical transverse discourses in which ideas and con- 
cepts are exchanged between the adjoining sides. One of these critical boundaries 
is that separating the historiography and the philosophy of mathematics. The 
twentieth century has witnessed the professionalization f both of these fields, 
together with the stabilization of their respective discursive practices. Still, for 
some time the concern for internal coherence has limited the themes for mutual 
discussion between historians and philosophers to a rather narrow range, includ- 
ing, for example, the emergence of set theory, Hilbert's metamathematical pro- 
gram, or G6del's results. 
